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LWCB 
Lake of the Woods 
Control Board 

SPECIAL NOTICE 

Update on Basin Conditions July 16, 2021 

  

Overview of Dry Conditions 

The Winnipeg River basin is 

undergoing an unusual period of 

prolonged dry conditions. River flows, 

both regulated and natural, across the 

basin are well below normal for the 

early summer, as are water levels in all 

major lakes.  

The development of dry conditions 

began nearly a year ago, with 

precipitation on an annual basis being 

below normal through the 12-month 

period ending June 30, 2021.  

 

Products produced by Canadian and U.S. federal agencies related to drought underscore the dry 

conditions in the basin (source: https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/temp-and-precip/drought/nadm/maps ).  

 

 

 

 

Sub-basin 
July 1 2020-June 30 2021 

Rank Driest Since… 

Rainy-Namakan 
96th of 111 years 

of record 
2003 

Lake of the Woods 
111th of 114 

years of record  
1924 

Winnipeg River ON 
98th of 112 years 

of record 
2003 

Lac Seul 
105th of 107 

years of record 
2003 

English River 
111th of 113 

years of record 
1958 

 Statistics of sub-basin precipitation based on LWCB 

records of precipitation gauges in the watershed. 

 

Sub-basin average Precipitation Statistics July 1, 2020 – June 30 2021 

https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/temp-and-precip/drought/nadm/maps
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 Looking specifically at 2021, conditions have been remarkably dry since the start of January in most 

areas of the Winnipeg River basin. The spring melt and some rainfall in April allowed for a moderate 

inflow to the major lakes in the region and some refill of these resulted. However, rainfall since that 

period has been well below normal with the result that inflow rates to the major lakes are below 1-in-10 

year lows (in the past, on average, inflow was lower than current rates in early July fewer than one out 

of every ten years).  This is the second consecutive year for such dry conditions in the Lac Seul basin, 

with 2020 being slightly drier by this point in the year. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

While the May-June is normally the wettest period of the year, precipitation totals have been very low across 

most of the Winnipeg River basin, the Lac Seul area being somewhat wetter but still below normal. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Sub-basin average Precipitation Statistics Jan 1-Jul 11 2021 

Maps based on Canadian Precipitation Analysis (CaPA) data 

from 2003 to 2021 

Statistics of sub-basin precipitation based on LWCB records of 

precipitation gauges in the watershed. 

 

Sub-basin 
May 1 – June 30 2021 

Rank Driest Since… 

Rainy-Namakan 
103th of 116 years 

of record 
1980 

Lake of the Woods 
108th of 119 years 

of record 
1980 

Winnipeg River ON 
100th of 118 years 

of record 
1986 

Lac Seul 
81st of 108 years 

of record 
2020 

English River 
93th of 118 years 

of record 
1986 

 

Sub-basin average Precipitation Statistics May 1 -Jun 30 2021 

 

Sub-basin 
January  1 – July 12 2021 

Rank Driest Since… 

Rainy-Namakan 
109th of 112 

years of record 
1917 

Lake of the Woods 
114th of 117 

years of record  
1961 

Winnipeg River ON 
107th of 114 

years of record 
2006 

Lac Seul 
105th of 109 

years of record 
2020 

English River 
110th of 115 

years of record 
1980 
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Lake of the Woods  

Several factors are contributing to the decline of Lake of the Woods level since the peak on June 11: 

1. Flows out of the Rainy-Namakan system, normally the main source of water for Lake of the 

Woods via Rainy River, have been at a minimum since June 8. This minimum rate is set by the 

International Joint Commission and is not subject to LWCB regulation. 

2.  The dry, hot weather has resulted in very low flows coming out of other tributaries to Rainy 

River that feed Lake of the Woods. 

3. These conditions have also resulted in an uptick in evaporation directly from the lake. The 

combination of these factors has resulted in a rare occurrence – negative inflow to Lake of the 

Woods in early summer. 

Negative inflow occurs when the rate of water leaving the lake through evaporation is greater than the 

rate of all the water entering the lake (e.g., Rainy River flow, smaller tributary flows, rainfall directly on 

the lake). In years where it develops, it is typically in the late summer and early fall when water 

temperatures are higher and air temperatures have cooled, driving evaporation. The fact that negative 

inflows have developed so early in the summer is an indicator of the exceptionally dry conditions in the 

basin and is a cause for concern with respect to regulation of the lake for this summer and coming 

seasons.  

With negative inflow, Lake of the Woods level has been declining gradually despite very low outflow 

from the dams in Kenora. The lake level is below navigational chart datum and care should be exercised 

when boating on the lake.  

Winnipeg River in Ontario  

Lake of the Woods is the principal source of water flowing into the Winnipeg River, and the water level 

of the river is directly related to the outflow until nearly Minaki. The level at Minaki is governed by the 

regulation of Whitedog Generating Station and is relatively stable under dry conditions.  

The level of the Winnipeg River below Norman Dam in Kenora has been hovering around the 1-in-10 

year low for the past several weeks as outflow from Lake of the Woods was reduced to 150 m³/s and 

locally conditions remained dry. With distance downstream from Kenora, the water level becomes 

closer to normal, with the level at Minaki having been within 10 cm of the normal July level. For upper 

reaches of the river, the water level is below navigational chart datum and care should be exercised 

when boating on the river. 

Lac Seul 

As described above, precipitation has not been as limited in this area, but is still below normal. Low 

outflow from the lake has allowed for a gradual building of the lake level through the spring and 

summer. With an increase in evaporation recently, this rate of rise has tapered off and the level of the 

lake is now below the 1-in-10 year low for mid-July.  
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 English River and Pakwash Lake  

With dry conditions across this sub-basin and the low outflow from Lac Seul, the level of the English 

River below Manitou Falls has been below normal this summer, and is approaching the one-in-ten year 

low for July. Upstream of Manitou Falls, the level at Pakwash Lake has been kept within the normal 

range by the operations of the Manitou Falls Generating Station.  

Winnipeg River in Manitoba 

The English River joins with the Winnipeg River just before flowing into Manitoba. Given the low flows in 

both of these upstream sub-basins, the flows along the Winnipeg River in Manitoba have also been low 

all year. The level of the river at Nutimik Lake is below the 1-in-10 year mid-July level.  

Considerations and Outlook 

In striking a balance between the lakes and the river levels, the Board considers the current seasonal 

conditions in all areas. Since the peak of the spring melt and rainfall in April, outflows from both Lac Seul 

and Lake of the Woods have been gradually reduced, with the effect that both lakes and the rivers 

below them are low (with the exception of Minaki and Pakwash due to local hydropower operations).  

The Board must also plan for what this balance will be like in the late summer, fall and through the 

winter. Should dry conditions continue through the summer, the water stored in the Lake of the Woods 

and Lac Seul will be essential to supply the Winnipeg and English Rivers until the spring melt. 

The Board is closely monitoring this balance and has set thresholds for further reducing outflow to 

ensure water is stored for future river supply.  Details of these thresholds are in the Board’s Regulation 

Strategy, which was approved at a meeting in early June where representatives of First Nations, Specific 

Interest Groups, and Resource Agencies were invited to provide information, share opinions, and ask 

questions.  

Given the exceptionally dry conditions, replenishment of groundwater, small water bodies and 

wetlands, etc. will be needed to raise flows in the countless small and large tributaries throughout the 

region. When rainfall resumes, there will also be a strong demand from vegetation across the basin and 

evaporation later in the summer is normally significant. All of these conditions suggest that a return to 

normal water levels across the basin will require substantial and widespread rainfall.  

 

 

For regular updates on weekly regulation, refer to the LWCB Notice Board.  

Questions? Comments?  

Please contact the Board’s Secretariat: 

secretariat@lwcb.ca 

800-661-5922 ex 2 

http://www.lwcb.ca/regulation/LWCBStrategy2021Jun17.pdf
http://www.lwcb.ca/regulation/LWCBStrategy2021Jun17.pdf
http://lwcb.ca/noticeboard/
mailto:secretariat@lwcb.ca
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